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Bsoring420 - Flint, MI 08/07/2009 08:48 PM Overall: Features: Meaning: The quality: I'm sure when I get the damn thing set right it will sound amazing Initially the documents said to connect the remote wire to the appropriate wire on yoiur h/u, it's wrong, it's your switched 12v on your h/u chart that Soundstream gives you no justice when installing to clear up
the confusion, there's this working with a set of Soundstream SST6.9 and a pair of 15 Hifonics Olympus with a Crunch 1500.1 amplifier, and it sounds very impressive to say the least big sound product. Best Reviews Best Reviews Translate All Reviews to English Sale! Sound Processors, Soundstream Digital Bass Reconstruction Processor Usually comes
in product packaging $74.00 $139.00 Description Spec Reviews Digital Bass Reconstruction Processor Dash Mount Remote Control PFM Remote Control Filter and Bass Level Control Output Level: 13.5 Volt Response: 10 Hz 100KHz THD: 0.002% S / N Ratio: 132db Balanced Input Noise Failure: 60 PB Illuminated Logo and Handles/Brushed Aluminum
Corps Chrome Plate Bass Restoration Illuminated Display Parametric Bass Control/ PFM Subsonic Filter Balanced Inputs Bass Output Control PWM High Head Power The Soundstream BX-20 Digital Bass Reconstruction Processor is designed to accurately recreate the low frequency of the bass audio system. The processor is equipped with a subsonic
PFM filter that carefully regulates the bass's reaction, protecting the speakers from damage to subsonic sounds. The bass alignment scheme adjusts the bass level in accordance with certain speaker settings. Two flashing LED lights on the CPU will tell you when the system is active.$287.49 '$225.59 ShippingAdd Everything to CartThis item does not belong
on this page. Thank you, we'll see about that. I was skeptical about going, after all I had never used a bass processor in my systems before, and I had many systems over the years. But after reading the reviews I decided to give it a try. Omg! My setup: JVC hu.. Planet Audio 4000 watt monoblock amplifier .... 2 Lanzar pro St 15subs in sealed enclosure... 1
farade cap. .. And now this Soundstream bass machine. .. (I have another amp for my highs going 4 inside the speakers). This bass machine is enveloping this system! The bass runs through your bones and tickles your fantasies... I feel the air from outside my Chevy malibu with every hit. I don't care what kind of music you listen to, this device will bring it to
life. He really does beyond what he claims. I don't even have to turn the handle up, but about 1/3 of the way to get the window is a terrific sound. It clears the bass signal and then amplifies it. .. Then in music either poorly recorded bass or not so much, To start with, he somehow synthesizes the bass perfectly to go with the music. I will never be without one of
them again... Never! Not! The quality of the equipment that looks amazing with the spider and it performs well beyond its reasonable price. Even the guide that comes with it seems like it was written by a real audio enthusiast and has a lot of information. I listen to a lot of psychedelic music like pink floyd and then psy trance and dubstep. It's like being at a
concert. want to blow your mind, then put in some Lamb of God or any death core... Omg! Pure adrenaline soundstream bx-20z manual. soundstream bx-20z digital bass reconstruction processor. soundstream bx-20z review. soundstream bx-20z bass knob. soundstream bx-20z digital bass machine. soundstream bx-20z vs bx-15. soundstream bx 20z
manual en español. manual de epicentro soundstream bx-20z en español
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